Application of an electrocardiographic inverse solution to localize ischemia during coronary angioplasty.
Localization of Ischemia. This study demonstrates the utility of an electrocardiographic inverse solution, coupled with body surface potential mapping (BSPM), in localizing acute ischemia in patients undergoing percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA). PTCA balloon inflations produce complete occlusion and acute transient ischemia, which can be detected electrocardiographically with BSPM. Comparisons between maps recorded both during and before the inflation of the PTCA balloon allow patient- and artery-specific characterizations of the resulting ischemia. Knowledge of the patient's coronary anatomy and the location of the occlusion site by coronary angiography permit an estimation based on cardiac hemodynamics of the region of myocardium most likely to suffer from PTCA-induced ischemia. Electrocardiographic inverse solutions provide a means of predicting cardiac potentials from body surface maps. In this study, we describe an inverse solution we have developed to localize the transient ischemia produced by PTCA. To validate the procedure, we compared the locations of predicted ischemia in seven patients with a qualitative estimate of the perfusion region based on fluoroscopic examination of each patient's coronary anatomy and PTCA balloon location. In each case, the region of ischemia predicted by the model included the perfusion zone determined fluoroscopically. These results suggest that electrical changes induced by acute ischemia can be localized with an electrocardiographic inverse solution.